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of nature and wildlife as it delightfully tells the journey of a wild
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The pattern of this landscape is folded deep, deep within her
memory. She rides the currents of air that curl like rapids
over the mountains. Below, the lochs reflect the cloud and
sunlight. They lie in the valleys like scattered fragments of
fallen sky. The cold north wind carries the remembered scent
of pine and heather. The ice-carved valleys guide her.

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Born in Bath in England, Gill Lewis was a little bit of a daydreamer while at school – an activity
she believes should be encouraged! She has been a keen animal lover from an early age and, before
becoming a successful children’s author, she was a vet. She began writing when she went part-time
after having children. In 2009, she studied for a master’s degree in Writing for Young People at Bath
Spa University and won the course prize for the most promising writer. Her first novel, Sky Hawk,
was published to critical acclaim and was nominated for many awards including the CILIP Carnegie
Medal. Her other novels continue to reflect her interest in natural history and she has said that the
book she would most like to have written is On the Origin of Species by Charles Darwin.

As Iris begins her migration back to Scotland, Callum learns that Jeneba might have to have her
leg amputated. Not wanting to be powerless any more, Callum, Rob (who are friends again by this
time) and Euan organise a fundraising event so that they can raise enough money for Jeneba to get
the operation she needs in the UK. The story is picked up by a local journalist and soon the national
media is interested, which is a double-edged sword. On one hand, the publicity results in enough
donations to treat Jeneba, but it also means that the eyrie is in danger of being exposed. However,
understanding the importance of keeping the location of the eyrie secret, the village pulls together
and displays a collective silence on the matter.

Gill Lewis currently lives in Somerset with her husband and three children and likes to write amongst
the squirrels from a tree house in her garden.

After Jeneba receives her treatment in London, she visits Callum and as the two are on top of a
mountain, they spot Iris, who has finally succeeded in returning home.

What’s the story about?

Themes to look out for

Out cycling one winter’s day on his family farm in the Scottish Highlands, eleven-year-old Callum
McGregor spots a strange girl, Iona McNair, fishing for trout using only her hands. Taunted by one
of his friends, Rob, she runs away, but Callum takes pity on her and goes after her to return some
items of clothing she had left behind. Trusting Callum, she tells him her most precious secret: that
there are a pair of ospreys nesting on Callum’s farm.
The two spend time together observing the ospreys and become friends. However, ashamed by what
others think, Callum does not possess the courage to reveal his friendship to anyone, especially Rob,
who considers her and her family as ‘nutters’. Shamefully, to fit in with Rob, he too ends up using
Rob’s phrase and calls Iona and her grandfather ‘nutters’ too.

• Friendship
• Caring for and respecting wildlife
• Hope
• Loss and grief
• Value of nature
• Conservation

Their friendship is breached and it is only when the female osprey is dying, caught up in fishing line,
that Iona seeks out Callum’s help. Against the insistence of Rob, Callum goes with Iona (though
not before punching Rob!). To save the bird, Callum sees that they must share their important secret
with others and, with the help of his family and Hamish, the warden from the nature reserve, that is
exactly what they do.
Iona, who has a very sorry and somewhat shadowy family background, is embraced by Callum’s
family, but just as things are going well, tragedy strikes when Iona suddenly dies from meningitis:
her final wish being that Callum should do all he can to look after Iris, the female osprey.
Symbolically, just after Iona’s death, Iris too leaves to begin her migration to Africa and, having been
fitted with a tracking device when they saved her, Callum is able to track her journey. In his grief,
he does this somewhat obsessively at first, desperate to be sure she is alright. Iris manages to reach
The Gambia, her final destination, but while she is there her signal doesn’t move for five days – an
indication that all is not well. In his anguish, Callum sends emails to hospitals and wildlife rangers
in The Gambia in the hope that someone might locate her. His proactive approach amazingly reaps
rewards when a young girl called Jeneba writes back to him from her hospital bed. Within days, her
father and family are able to locate Iris, treat and release her.
In the meantime, a bond has formed between Jeneba and Callum and she tells him all about her home
and her culture including the fact that the kulanjango – the African name for osprey – are considered
lucky by fishermen there – a complete contrast to the way they are viewed by fishermen in the UK
who persecute them.
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Literary techniques
Iona
Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters

Like the Scottish lochs and glens she so comfortably inhabits, Iona with her red hair is depicted as
a wild, fiery and untamable spirit. Artistic, sensitive and alert to nature, she can catch a fish without
a rod and impressively knows where elusive animals dwell. Although adults respond well to her
maturity and innate civility, the children of the village do not. Shunned and regarded as a ‘nutter’
she manages to retain her sense of grace and dignity even when they cannot. Her self-possession
and self-reliance is a survival instinct, borne from being ‘different’ to others. Wild she may be, but
she is one of the more civilised characters in the story.

Rob

Rob, Callum’s friend, is the antithesis of Iona. For the most part of the story, his behaviour is deeply
unattractive. More concerned with the latest gadgets than nature, this natural leader is spiteful, a
little spoilt and a merciless bully, taunting Iona at every opportunity. However, with the death of
Iona and the discovery of Iris, he begins to redeem himself. Although he retains his irreverence, it
now begins to be a source of humour rather than disdain and he is instrumental in helping raising
funds to help Jeneba. His redemption is complete when he generously donates his beloved bike to
the fundraising pot – for the first time he is thinking of others rather than himself.

Jeneba

Callum

Callum is a likeable, though imperfect hero which makes him quite a believable character. On the
one hand he is kind, empathetic, determined, practical, pro-active and amazingly resourceful. He
takes pity on Iona (and later Jeneba) and befriends her, though the friendship is initially one he is
ashamed of and this is where his imperfections show. He lies, has little temper tantrums, lacks
courage and too willingly follows Rob – culminating in a very shameful act towards Iona and her
grandfather. It takes the near death of Iris, the female osprey, to rouse him to his senses and the death
of Iona to bring the best out of him. Beginning as someone who appears powerless, bestirred by
nature and feeling an amazing connection with Iris, Callum ends the novel as a champion who can
now feel proud of himself.
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Poor and ill though she may be, Jeneba has a positive, uncomplaining disposition. She never
grumbles even though she hasn’t got anything and the outlook for her legs is bleak! Like Iona, she
is in touch with nature and is knowledgeable of her surroundings, but unlike Iona she is part of a
very tight-knit community who support one another. She is also ambitious and studious and one day
hopes to become a doctor.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Narrative techniques
The main body of the narrative is written in the first person from the point of view of eleven-yearold Callum. Choosing the first person means the reader is able to get a more intimate and touching
response to the events and characters in the story, in particular with the connection Callum feels he
has with Iris, the osprey. As well as emotionally responding to Iris’ journey, the reader is also able to
see how Callum goes through a journey himself and witness the internal conflict he oftentimes feels.
As the first person can be a narrowing perspective on narrative, the author also uses ‘form within
form’ to show other points of view, for example Jeneba and Max’s emails. Through them the reader
learns about life in The Gambia while Callum remains in Scotland!
For Iris’ diaries, the third-person narrative is used. Not only is this a device to separate the two
narratives, but also allows the reader to follow her on her journey – something the reader cannot do if
we were to stay with Callum’s narrative – which, in regards to Iris, becomes a series of co-ordinates.
Though the reader is able to see what Iris is thinking and feeling, it does keep us at arm’s length,
observing from a distance – as perhaps should always be the case with wildlife.

Through Iris’ perilous journey the author is able to link two very different communities and draw
parallels between them. The setting (rather than character) is also where the author focuses the
description as she tries to evoke a sense of place, emphasising its importance and engaging the reader
in the beauty and wonderment of nature.
With its ‘steep wooded shores’ where the loch’s ‘Dark waves slapped against the rocks’ and ‘Moss
and pine needles covered the floor...’, Callum’s Scottish farm is a beautiful, wild, though formidable
landscape. Its harshness is compounded by rain ‘like needles of ice’ and the split trunk of an old oak
tree looking ‘...like a jagged scar against the sky’. And if you take the time and have the patience to
be still, amongst this seemingly hostile environment lies hidden away an amazing animal community:
including the endangered osprey, last recorded on the farm over one hundred years ago.
However, not everyone in this setting appreciates the osprey, as the author informs us that they are
a persecuted bird. Fishermen kill them because they take fish from the lochs while others illegally
collect their eggs. This is in direct contrast to attitudes held in The Gambia where the fishermen
regard them as a ‘good luck’ talisman.
The exotic Gambian setting differs in other ways too from its Scottish counterpart. Pine is out and
mangroves are in, though similar in that they both hold potential dangers to the osprey or kulanjango
in the form of deadly snakes and crocodiles. The community is poor, the hospital inadequate – Jeneba
has to share a rusty bed with another patient – and yet it knows how to support and take care of
those who need it. Old people are revered and become wise men or marabout, whereas Callum’s
community, though they eventually pull together, initially do nothing to help Iona or her grandfather
when they obviously needed it.
The focus on the setting also underlines how perilous Iris’ migratory journey is. The dangers are
described as she crosses sea and desert. For instance, on her return to Scotland she meets ‘dark clouds’
and ‘storm winds’ that ‘pound’ Iris and as she flies ‘to stay alive...The waves peaked and crested
beneath her in a blur of white-streaked surf...’. Nature seems against her and the typical conditions
that the bird has to battle with adds an element of tension to the story as well as showcasing the
respect and admiration the author clearly has for these birds and others like them who regularly make
such an amazing and awe-inspiring journey.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise

The survival of the ospreys and their subsequent migration is the central axis on which Sky Hawk
revolves. As well as driving plot it allows the author to draw parallels between communities,
landscape, culture and the personal journeys undertaken by characters touched by these magnificent
birds.

Personification is used later in the novel to create a sense of danger and tension. When Iris is
journeying back to Scotland at the end of Chapter 41, she must fly through a storm which ‘ploughed
across the sea...[and] pounded Iris’. Here the storm is depicted as a living powerful force, attacking
Iris and attempting to pummel her into submission. In addition, the author escalates the sense of
attack further through the sentence structure: subject (the storm) verb and object (Iris). Iris as the
object of the verb and appearing at the end of the sentence shows that she has things done to her
by the storm which makes her appear powerless. For example, ‘The storm-winds pounded Iris’,
‘Salt spray clogged her tattered flight feathers’ and ‘Salt water rushed into her beak and nostrils’.
In the final paragraph of this section, Iris becomes the subject of the sentence indicating that she
has conquered the storm and is now in control, ‘She bobbed up to the surface and shook the water
from her head’ and ‘Iris launched upwards as another wave curled high above her ’.
For simile and metaphor see ‘Special feature’.

The mysterious prologue hooks the reader and touches on one of the themes of the story: the strange
antediluvian instinct that exists within birds and animals, something that Callum later concedes is
dormant in humans.
Rather than racing, the action meanders and pauses encouraging the reader to take their time and
absorb the beautiful surroundings, the wildlife and the profound ideas that the writer begins to
examine. That is not to say the book is without its drama and tension. Iris’ diaries show the
hazardous nature of her journey and the failure of her transmitter flutters the heart, but perhaps the
biggest shock is the death of Iona half way through the story. This is a very brave act as the reader
had grown to like Iona a great deal, but it is the catalyst for Callum’s emotional growth. Driven
by a sense of guilt perhaps, rather than following in the footsteps of those he once did, he becomes
pro-active and resolute, determined to do whatever he can to honour Iona’s last request and save
Iris. His actions are both a testament to his friendship for Iona as well as an atonement.

Language
A sense of place is paramount in the story as not only does it reflect the theme of valuing nature, but
highlights the precarious environments the osprey journeys through and inhabits. As a consequence,
the reader cannot help but be full of admiration and wonder for the natural world. It is no surprise
then that from the outset noun phrases are abound. For instance, in the opening pages of the story,
the physical features of Callum’s farm are described as ‘flat rock...deep pool...still water...muddy
track...pine branch...’. While the sense of place continues to build, the only thing we learn about
Iona physically through the whole of the book is that she is ‘a pale skinny girl’ with ‘long red hair’
which is more than is meted out to the other characters whose physical descriptions are non-existent.
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Special feature
Simile and metaphor

A similarity between like features
of two things, on which a
comparison may be based.

An evocative, imaginative story demands simile and metaphor and this book has them in spades.
Varying in intent, they show the inhospitable environment the ospreys inhabit, ‘Rain started to
fall, cold and sharp, like needles of ice’ as well as the serene beauty too, ‘The lock was flat, like a
mirror, reflecting the blue, blue sky’ and ‘The moon was a shining white ball in the water.’
When Iris is caught in fisherman’s thread, similes pinpoint exactly the horror of her pitiable
situation, ‘slowly turning as if held by invisible thread. She spun in mid-air, upside-down like
a gruesome ballet dancer.’ As she ‘swung like a pendulum beneath her eyrie backwards and
forwards, backwards and forwards’ the simile not only aptly portrays what she looks like, but it
also conjures up a strong sense of helplessness within the reader as we watch her, time ticking
away slowly, her life in the balance.
The figurative language also creates a sense of foreboding. When Callum goes to visit Iona,
‘The clouds had turned purple and grey, like a dark bruise spreading across the sky.’ It is the last
time he sees her before she dies. They can also be a portent of hope, for example, after the party
the village held for Jeneba, ‘A thin veil of mist circled the moon like a halo.’ Not only do their
benevolent actions have a radiance and grace symbolised by the halo, but the image also predicts
the safe arrival of Iris.
The choice of similes are also an indication of culture, experience and background. While Callum
describes Iris’ feathers as having ‘colours from dark furrowed fields to pale golden wheat’ showing
his farming connections, Jeneba’s similes highlight her African background when she says Mama
Binta ‘is like a crocodile with a sore tooth.’
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Social and
historical context

Pictures
and objects
Look closely at a picture of an osprey. How would you describe it?
What do you think of it? How might if fit in with the story? Now look
at a picture of an eyrie. How long do you think it would take to build
it? See if you can make a nest using natural materials. How easy
or difficult was it? Now try doing it with only one hand!

Find out about Scotland’s landscape. What grows there and what birds
and wildlife can be found there?
Research the role technology has had in helping us learn about wildlife
and how it can contribute to its survival. Focus your research on one
particular animal and present your findings to the class.

Debate

Facts

What is a loch and a glen?
What does an osprey look like?
Find five facts about the author, Gill Lewis.
What is a pine marten and what does it look like?
How many ospreys are there nesting in the UK?
Find five facts about pine forests in Scotland.
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What does wildlife mean to you?
How important is the preservation of wildlife?
What can humans gain by caring for wild animals, birds and creatures?
What makes a friend?
In what ways is community important?
Why might people lie? Is there ever a good reason to lie?
Why do you trust some people but not others?
Can connections be made between a human and an animal/bird?
Why do you say that?
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During reading

Stopping places
Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques

1

Language: The author uses lots of noun phrases when describing the setting. Pick out a few of your
favourites. What effect do they have on you as you read the story?
The author uses present tense in the prologue. What might be her reasons for doing this? How does
the use of present tense make you feel about the ‘her’ character in the prologue?

Read to the end of Chapter 3

What words or phrases does the author use to create a formidable and inhospitable setting?

Focus on...

Structure: Who do you think the prologue is about? In what ways has it piqued your interest?

• First impressions
• How the setting is presented
• How a sense of mystery is created

Are there any connections so far between the prologue and the beginning of the story?
When does the author create a sense of mystery? How does she do it? What effect does the mystery
have upon you, the reader?
Story: What questions does the opening of the story throw up?
What do you like about the story so far?

Things to discuss

What kind of journey do you imagine is being described in the prologue?

Character: What are your first impressions of Iona? What type of person do you think
she is going to be?

Prediction: What could Iona’s secret be?

What does her notebook suggest about the kind of person she might be? Callum
‘couldn’t see where she had got her dry clothes from’. Where do you think she got
them from? What might it suggest about where Iona is living?

Things to do...

What are your first impressions of Callum? What do his actions towards Iona suggest
about him?
How might Iona and Callum’s relationship develop?
What do you think of Callum’s friend, Rob, in this section? Did he behave well?
Why do you say that?

Think of a place you know well and use noun phrases and similes to bring it vividly to life.
Alternatively, explore images of different settings and have a go at bringing them to life through
language.
Iona’s notebook includes a painting of birds and a loch. Either paint a picture of the landscape where
you live or sketch the wildlife that lives near you.

When Rob asks Callum how he intends to punish Iona for ‘stealing’ the fish, he states
‘I opened my mouth but no words came out.’ Why do you think Callum was unable to
say anything? What might have been going on in his mind at that moment?
What are your first impressions of the McGregor family? Why do you think Callum
lied about where he had been? Do you think he lied for a good reason? Why?
Which character interests you most so far? Why is that?
Setting: How is the setting presented in the prologue?
How would you describe the setting in the story?
Were there any similarities between the two settings?
Did you find the setting easy to imagine? Why do you say that?
How much time does the author spend in describing the setting?
How important do you think the setting will be to the story? What makes you say that?
How far does the setting interest you?
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Read to the end of Chapter 8
Focus on...
•
•
•
•

Change in Callum
Further impressions of Rob
Presentation of the ospreys
View of Iona’s family

Things to discuss

3

Read to the end of Chapter 14/8th May
Focus on...

• The theme of change
• Presentation of the osprey
• Change in Callum

Things to discuss

Character: How is Callum portrayed in this section? Does he behave how you expected
him to? Who are the people he lies to in this section? Why do you think he lies to them?
What do his lies suggest about him? Callum obviously likes Iona’s company so why
do you think he cannot be proud of his friendship with her? How would you describe
Callum’s attitude to Iona in this section?
What reasons might he have for disassociating himself from Iona? Do you blame him?
What do you think of his final comment of the section when he calls Iona and her
grandfather a ‘right pair of nutters’? How did you feel towards Callum at this point?
Who else has used the word ‘nutters’ to describe them? What point is the author trying
to make here? Have you ever said or done anything hurtful because you were afraid to
be different?
Did Iona deserve to be treated badly? Whose attitude towards her is the worst? Why?
Iona tells Callum, ‘I knew I could trust you.’ How true do you think this statement is?
Do you like Callum in this section? Why/why not?
What further impressions do you get of Rob? How would you describe Rob and Callum’s
relationship?
Callum was once more ‘lost for words’ when he saw the osprey for the first time. What
might be going through his mind at this point?

Character: How are Euan and Callum different?
How is the osprey presented in this section? What are your thoughts and feelings
towards the osprey?
What does the author do to make you feel sorry for the osprey?
Why does Callum finally ‘snap’ with Rob?
Do your feelings for Iona change in anyway during this scene? Why/why not?
How do your feelings towards Callum change in this section, if at all?
Why do you think Callum feels such an affinity for the osprey? Have you ever felt like
this with an animal or bird?
In Chapter 12, Iris and Callum’s eyes meet and he says, ‘...it was if she was looking
right into me, as if I couldn’t hide anything from her.’ What are your thoughts on this?
Why is this an interesting statement? Callum has hidden things from his parents and
friends so why do you think he feels such honesty with the bird?
Language: Look at the beginning of Chapter 9 when Callum falls off his bike. Where
were you in the story when this was happening? Were you feeling the experience of
falling too or were you watching Callum fall? How does the writer manage to create
a sense of action?
Writer’s viewpoint: How do you think the writer feels about the osprey?

How are the ospreys presented?
You get to hear many different stories of Iona’s ma. Why do you think the writer has
done this? What do you imagine might be the true story?
What do you learn about Iona’s grandfather? Do you think he is a ‘nutter’?
Setting: How is the setting different in this section?
Theme: Iona states ‘You have got to learn to look beneath the surface, to see what lies
deeper in.’ What are your thoughts on this? Have you ever done this or do you always
look at the surface? How might Iona’s statement mirror what is happening in the story?
How is her grandfather viewed, for example?
Story: At the end of Chapter 7, Callum’s ‘...wheels [were] following in Rob’s tyre tracks
all the way.’ What does this line suggest about Callum and his relationship with Rob?

Things to do...
Research the migration and mating behaviours of ospreys.
Choose a bird and act out its behaviours. Think about the way it moves its body, wings
and head. What kind of flight pattern does it have – smooth or bobbed? Set it to music.
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Theme: What messages is the writer trying to convey in this section regarding the
treatment of wild birds?
Callum’s mum says in Chapter 14, ‘I don’t know how people can shoot them, or steal
their eggs.’ What are your views on this?
Story: Which scene in this section did you find the most moving? Which did you
celebrate most?
Have you learnt anything new from reading this section? If so, what?

Things to do...
A family photograph reveals that ospreys have nested on Callum’s farm
since at least 1905. Find out how osprey numbers have declined over
the past century and why this has happened.
Write your own endangered animal diary from the point of view
of the animal. Include how they view humans.
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Read to the end of
Chapter 18/15th August
Focus on...

• Description of Iona’s house
• A sense of foreboding

Things to discuss

5

Read to the end of Iris’ Diary after
Chapter 28
Focus on...
• Iris’ diary
• First impressions of Jeneba

Things to discuss

Setting: How is Iona’s house presented? Is it what you expected? Why do
you say that?

Character: During Iona’s memorial in Chapter 19, Callum narrates, ‘I dug my nails into my hands...’
Why do you think he did this? What thoughts and feelings might he be experiencing at this moment?

How does the description of the weather in Chapter 17 create a sense of
foreboding?

Also during the service, Callum’s mum ‘rounded on’ both Euan and Rob’s mums for their disagreeable
gossip. What does this suggest about her? How is she different to Callum in this regard?

Structure: Look at Chapter 17. How does the author prepare you that
something is wrong with Iona? How shocked were you to learn of her death?
How might her death affect the story? How do you feel about such an
important character dying half way through the story? What might her death
add to the story?

What do you think of Callum in this section? And his friends? Has your opinion of them changed
in any way? Why/why not?

Symbolism: How does Iris’ departure reflect Iona’s death?

Why do you think Callum is so desperate to believe Iris is still alive? What might Iris represent for
him now?
What do you learn about Jeneba from her emails? How would you describe her disposition? What
could be the matter with her?

Story: Where do you expect the story to go from here?

Who do you think the fisherman might be who ‘drifted slowly in his boat’ in Iris’ diary at the end
of this section?

Things to do...

How do you feel about Iris and her situation at the end of this section? What has the author done to
make you feel this way?

Similes and metaphors are important in this story. Go through the story so far
and pick out some examples. Carry on collecting any similes and metaphors
you come across in the rest of the book. Which ones do you like most?
Write an imaginary Q+A with the author for a book website. What questions
would you like to ask her about the novel and in particular her decision to ‘kill
off’ Iona.

Setting: What do you learn about The Gambia and its people from Jeneba’s emails?
Language: At the beginning of Chapter 25 when Callum’s parents tell him he cannot go to Africa to
try and save Iris, Callum ‘slammed’ his knife down and ‘stormed’ out of the room. What do these
words suggest about the way he is feeling?
Narrative: Although Callum is narrating the story, do you ever get to know what he is thinking or
feeling?
Structure: What does Iris’ diary reveal about her journey? What words would you use to describe
it? How does her diary make you feel towards her situation? What do you think of the journey birds
like Iris make each year?
What role do Jeneba’s emails have in the story?
Theme: How are ospreys viewed in The Gambia? How does this differ from the way they have
been viewed in the UK? Do you think it is right that they are persecuted in the UK?
What might the author be suggesting about belief in this part of the story?
Story: In what ways has the story influenced the way you view birds?
What do you think will happen to Iris?

Things to do...
Begin keeping an Iris scrapbook. Tap in the coordinates of her journey into Google Earth and plot
her journey. What can you find out about each place?
Debate whether the persecution of animals or birds is ever justified.
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Read to the end of Chapter 33
Focus on...

• Further impressions of Jeneba and
her home
• The role of the emails

Things to discuss

7

Read to the end of the story
Focus on...
• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss

Character: What more do you learn about Jeneba’s character in this section? What do you
like about her? How would you describe her attitude?

Character: How has Iris touched everyone’s lives? Whose life do you think she had the
most effect on? Why do you say that?

What do you think of Rob’s attitude in this section?

How are the journalists presented?

What does the boys’ fundraising plan suggest about them?

How is the community in Callum’s village presented?

After hearing Jeneba’s leg might be amputated, Callum says, ‘I felt completely and utterly
helpless.’ Callum often feels powerless in this story. Is he?

How has Rob changed? What do you think has brought about this change in him?

Not only is Callum organising a fundraising event for Jeneba, but he also offers to donate
his £400 savings. What do these actions suggest about him? How far would you go to help
someone you have never met?
What is it that has made Callum and Jeneba form such a strong bond?
Setting: What is your impression of the hospital?
What is your impression of Jeneba’s village...and of The Gambia?
How do you think Callum regards Jeneba’s home?
Structure: Why does the author, in the main, only show Jeneba’s emails and not Callum’s
responses?

How much did it mean for Rob to put his bike in the sale? What does this action suggest
about him?
Callum tells us Rob ‘fled out of the hall’ after donating his bike. What does this suggest about
the way he is feeling about it?
What did you think of Mr McNair buying Rob’s bike...and then giving it him back? What do
his actions suggest about the old man? What made his actions poignant?
It is never explained what happened to the McNairs. What do you believe happened to them?
Why? Did your feelings towards them change in anyway during the novel? How?
Language: What did you think of the similes and metaphors? How helpful were they?
Setting: How important were the settings to the story?
Does The Gambia sound like a place you would like to go? Why/why not?

What does Max’s email add to the story?
Language: Jeneba says Mama Binta is ‘like a crocodile with a sore tooth’ if the ward isn’t
clean. In what ways does this simile differ to Callum’s similes? What does our language
reveal about our culture and experiences?

How is the sea presented in Iris’ last diary entry?
Structure: Did the story have pace?
Were there parts of the story that took a long time to happen, but were told about quickly?

Theme: After watching Kip herd the sheep, Dylan states, ‘It always amazed me to think
of behaviour so hardwired into their system that it was actually part of them, inseparable.
Like the ospreys and their migration. It made me think what could be buried deep inside
me.’ What instincts, if any, do you think could be buried deep inside humans? Why do you
think they may have become ‘buried’ in humans?

At what point did you realise that the ‘her’ in the prologue was Iris?

Story: How did you feel when you found out Iris was still alive?

Themes: Has the story made you think about birds in a different way?

Have you ever watched birds? How does watching birds make you feel?

What do you think the writer’s viewpoint of animals, nature and wildlife is?

What surprised you most in this section?

Story: What did you like most about this story?

Do you think the boys’ plan will work?

Narrator: How helpful was it to have the story told in the first person?
Did you like the narrator? Why/why not?
What did you enjoy most about Callum’s narration?

How would you describe the book to someone who hasn’t read it?
Which parts of the story stayed in your mind the most?

Things to do...

Which parts of the story seemed most true to life to you?

Imagine you have a pen pal and, like Jeneba and Callum, take photos of the places, people
and objects that show what it is like to live where you do.

When you were reading, did you ‘see’ the story in your imagination? Which parts of the
story seemed most ‘alive’ to you?

Take a leaf out of Callum, Rob and Euan’s book and organise a fundraising event for a
charity of your own choice.

How did you feel at the end of the story?
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After reading

3-D modelling

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Make a 3-D model of an osprey. Collect a range
of images to help with your ideas and then decide
what materials you could use to make your
model strong and impressive.

Timeline links
It is now August and the novel has covered nearly a
year. Compile a timeline of events in the novel. On
one side show what happens to Callum and the people
in the story and on the other show what happens to the
ospreys. Are there any links?

Jeneba’s journal
Imagine you are Jeneba and write about your visit to the UK.
Include what it felt like to finally meet Callum, his friends
and family...and Iris of course. What did she think of the
weather and the environment? Don’t forget to use similes
and metaphors.

Scenic soundtrack
Tell the story through music. Think about some
of the key scenes in the book and find ways of
bringing them to life using musical instruments.

I spy wildlife!
Write an article about the wildlife in your area
for a wildlife magazine aimed at children.
Offer advice on how best to observe wildlife
without scaring them off.
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Memorable quotes
The pine gave way to oak and birch and wild cherry. I thought I knew

‘ RS…it sounds a bit like Iris,’ said Iona. ‘We’ll call her Iris, after the

every inch of this farm. I’d grown up here. I’d build dens with Rob and

Greek goddess of the wind and sky.’

Euan all over it. But this path through the trees looked different.
Something was moving inside. Something was pulling the sticks into
place. It wasn’t just a random heap of twigs and branches. Something
was building it. And then I saw it.
I saw the secret hidden in our valley.
‘I knew I could trust you,’ said Iona. She emptied out the biscuit packet.
There was only one left. She broke it in two and gave me the bigger half.
‘People are like rivers,’ said Iona. ‘ That’s what I think…You’ve got to look
beneath the surface, to see what lies deeper in.’
‘You’ve got to close your eyes,’ Iona called. ‘Become bird. Feel for the
wind, Callum. Let it carry you.’
She looked strangely out of place in the classroom, in her grey uniform
and blue fleece. Her hair was tied in a ponytail , but thick clumps and
tangles stuck out at the back. She smiled at me, but I looked away.
Nothing prepared me for seeing her right in front of me. It was as if the
lochs and the mountains and the sky were folded deep inside her, as if
she was a small piece of this vast landscape and none of it could exist
without her.

The gold locket lay open in her palm. Deep scratches were cut into the
photo of her mother’s face.
‘You need your friends more than you think,’ said Dad. ‘Don’t turn
your back on them.’

Yet the boy remained in her memory, the boy who held
her and eased her pain. He had given back her sky.
Somewhere deep inside her, Iris folded the landscape of
his face into the mountains, skies and rivers of her soul.

‘Opens your eyes, touches you heart, and is so engaging it almost
turns the pages for you.’
Michael Morpurgo
‘An edge-of-your-seat wildlife adventure that tells a very human
story of friendship, discovery and an incredible journey. I loved it!’
Kate Humble,
Presenter of BBC’s ‘Springwatch’
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